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katalog  produktów

This catalogue includes a wide range of the 
FM GROUP perfumed products, arranged in the 

various fragrance families, and also includes a 
comparison between the prices of FM products, and 
selected products within the same fragrance family. 

The comparison prices were sourced through various 
internet sites between 16th Match and 20th April 

2009. With the exception of the FM GROUP products, 
the brand names quoted are the sole property of the 

manufacturers of those products, and FM GROUP 
are neither distributors, nor licence holders of any of 

these brands.

Not clothes, but a well chosen fragrance is the most beautiful adornment, which adds splendor 
and charm. Appropriately matched perfumes can reflect and complement the personality. People 
with a romantic nature choose floral scents. Strong personalities prefer strong, oriental fragrances... 
Individualists find original wood perfumes interesting. There is something about it. Show me your 
scent and I will tell you who you are...
     
In the latest catalogue you will find, in addition to already well-known products, new extraordinary 
scents from the Classic and Luxury Collection – some fresh and subtle, the other sophisticated and 
intriguing. In order to emphasize peculiarly the beauty of the new compositions from the Luxury 
Collection, we have chosen original bottles for them. I would also like to point out, that for the first 
time in the range of FM GROUP men perfumes appeared (p. 4-5).We also refreshed the scent range of 
shower gels and body balms.

We have decided that in this catalogue information concerning particular products will be given in 
the form of key words that can be quickly acquired and easily remembered. We left the comparative 
tables, which consolidate perfume products available on the market in terms of fragrance families 
and retail price. Additionally, to make your use of the tables and selection of a suitable fragrance 
more pleasant, we have created a psycho test „Know yourself”.  
Have fun and a successful shopping!

Artur Trawiński,
FM GROUP World
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for 
the first 

time 
in FM – 

mens 
perfumes

perfect match
FM 286 | Emphasizing the 
sensual, mature aroma of rose, 
patchouli, amber, bergamot and 
orange.  NeW!

FM 288  | Brave and distinct 
combination of tiramisu scent, 
vanilla, magnolia, peony and 
honeysuckle.  NeW!

she                                                                                                                                                   
PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml

perfume 20%

FM 198  | Pretty extraordinary 
composition of amber, white 
pepper and papyrus. NeW!

FM 300  | light, dynamic 
composition of   grapefruit, 
lemon and bergamot with 
lavender and cedar. NeW!

                         he
PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml

perfume 20%
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FM 287 | tempting aroma 
of tonka beans, chinese 
liquorice, ambergris, almond 
tree and jasmine. NeW!

FM 291  | Pleasantly refreshing 
composition of lychee, plum, 
mimosa, violet, jasmine and 
Tectona grandis.  NeW!

sweet 
temptation

flower of the 
night

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%
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FM 293 | temptation of warm 
aroma of vanilla, ivy, mandarin, 
jasmine and cedar. NeW!

FM 290  | the seducive power 
of wood fragrances, softened 
by the light scent of lily of the valley, 
magnolia, jasmine and honey. NeW!

playing with 
your senses 

a variety of 
experiences

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%
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womens |  luxury collection
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FM 285 | Mysterious and 
provocative aroma of cashmere 
wood, plum, damask rose 
and nutmeg.  NeW!

FM 289  | Wonderful etude, 
where sandalwood, rose, 
jasmine and saffron play the 
main roles. NeW!

a bit 
of perfection aura 

of sensuality

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%
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womens |  luxury collection
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FM 292  | Carefree and 
charming aroma of juicy 
raspberries, rose, vanilla 
and patchouli. NeW!

FM 281  | Hot and vibrant 
aromas of the most beautiful 
roses, currant and strawberries. 

FM 282  | Released passion 
of jasmine, oak, yuzu, bergamot 
and freesia.

Innocent 
flirtation

the secret of the 
power of attraction  

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%
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FM 283 | Provocative and 
sensual aroma of nectarine, 
orange flower and musk.  

FM 284 | delightful and full 
of energy combination of 
pomelo, ginger and orchid.

in the limelight

FM 141  | crystal clear accord of ice 
warmed by the notes of pomegranate, 
peony, ambergris and musk.

FM 142 | Strongly addictive 
composition of vanilla, sandalwood, 
Bulgarian rose and tuberose.

FM 143  | delicate and charming 
aroma of mandarin, blackcurrant and 
heliotrope.

FM 144 | Seductive and very feminine 
aroma of jasmine, white musk and 
incense.

FM 146  | Mysterious composition 
of fresh Jamaican pepper, freesia and 
hibiscus.

FM 147  | this is the only composition 
where the notes of mandarin, lychee, 
plum and lily of the valley make the 
perfect match.

FM 149  | Seducive composition 
of cherry flowers, frangipane 
flowers and tanaka tree.

FM 161 |  Very feminine, classic 
fragrance of orange flower, rose 
and orchid.

FM 162 | Oriental scent of 
egyptian musk combined with 
the sweetness of honey and 
vanilla.

FM 192  | captivating notes 
of tiare flower, lily, orange and 
sweet honey.

FM 193  | Waking emotions 
aroma of rose, sandalwood, 
mahogany and cane nut.

extract of luxury  

EAU DE PARFUM 3,3 fl.oz./100ml
perfume 16%

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%
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new dimension of luxury  

FM 199  | Rich and complex 
composition where you can 
find mint, tangerine, cinnamon, 
cardamom, rose, and notes 
of leather.  NeW!

EAU DE PARFUM  3,3 fl.oz./100ml
perfume 16%
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life is not about the luxuries you can 
experience, it is about the choices 
you can make.

FM 151  | Sophisticated  aroma 
of musk, amber, rosemary and 
African geranium.

FM 152  | Carefully chosen 
composition of spicy notes 
with white pepper.

FM 154  | The euphoric scent 
of pepper, ginger, sudachi fruit 
and basil.

FM 194  |  An enchanting 
aroma valued for its freshness, 
bergamot, pepper and green 
grapes.

FM 195  |  A mix of coriander 
and cardamom smoked with 
a touch of precious tobacco.

FM 196  | Unusual creation 
combining the sweetness 
of green apples with the 
bitterness of orange peel.

FM 197  | Incessantly surprising 
scent of mandarin, pepper 
and Yerba Mate leaves.

Now you have a choice.

FM 155  | Easily addictive, 
luxury scent of cardamom, 
saffron and geranium.

FM 156  | Original scent of black 
patchouli, mango and ebony 
musk.

FM 158  | Composition of  sour 
aromatic oil from stalks and 
leaves of bitter orange and oil 
from geranium leaves.

FM 159  | Seductive and hot 
aroma of citruses, fern and 
vetiver. 

FM 160  | Delicate aroma 
of tomato leaves, blackcurrant 
and water flowers.

FM 166 | Attractive aroma 
of warm notes of the cedar 
wood and tolutan balm.

FM 167 | Distinctive aroma 
of ginger, olibanum and vetiver.

FM 168   | Refreshing blend
of fresh mint, basil and 
lavender.

FM 169 | Relaxing aroma 
of Sicilian mandarin and spices.

EAU DE PARFUM  3,3 fl.oz./100ml
perfume 16%

EAU DE PARFUM 3,3 fl.oz./100ml
perfume 16%
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womens |  floral collection
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Your natural beauty and sensitivity 
deserves to be exposed.
Nothing underlines femininity as much 
as the wonderful smell of fresh flowers.

Find your favorite flower:

Beauty is inside you. 
learn 

how to show it!

PERFUME 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 20%

  FM 212 | VIOLET

 FM 214 | LOTUS

 FM 216 | JASMINE

 FM 218 | ORANGE FLOWER

 FM 211 | ELDER FLOWER 

FM 213 | LILY OF THE VALLEY 

FM 215 | TUBEROSE  

FM 217 | ROSE 

www.fmworld.com
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nature in a bowl
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Pherom
ones |  collection

22

Pheromones  are odourless 
substances for non-verbal 
communication. they work on our 
subconscious, increasing attraction 
and self confidence and simplifying 
interpersonal contacts. It is worth using 
pheromones before a date or 
any other important meeting. When you 
need to make a good impression – use 
pheromones.

a secret weapon 
exploding 

your natural 
sex appeal!

she                                                                                                                                                   
PERFUME 1,0 fl.oz./30ml

perfume 20%

V so that you become even  
 more appealing

available fragrances: FM | 18f, 23f, 
33f, 81f, 98f, 127f, 171f

                         he
EAU DE PARFUM 1,7 fl.oz./50ml

perfume 16%

V so that you arouse even more  
 desire

available fragrances: FM | 52f, 56f, 
92f, 94f, 120f, 134f
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Fragrances 
which wake up emotions

she                                                                                                                                                   
PERFUME 1,0 fl.oz./30ml

perfume 20%

FM 171  | Full of contradictions 
dominated by the aroma 
of pomegranate, black orchid, 
violet and mahogany tree.

FM 172  | Typical vacation, fresh 
fragrance of peony, lily, vanilla 
and bergamot.

FM 173  | Dreamy composition 
of bitter almonds, vanilla, musk, 
moss and Jacaranda tree. 

FM 174  | Scent conjured 
up from fresh lilies, freesia, 
magnolia and jasmine.

FM 177  | A scent of saffron, 
incense, vanilla, bergamot 
and orange flower to free your 
desires.

                           he
EAU DE PARFUM 1,7 fl.oz./50ml

perfume 16%

FM 92  | Elegant and original 
aroma of citruses, nutmeg 
and sandalwood.

FM 94  | Cologne accord, 
sandalwood, patchouli, vetiver, 
ambergis, oak moss – fragrance 
of victory.

FM 120  | Chypre scent 
combining freshness of lemon 
and grapefruit with a deep note 
of amber.

www.fmworld.com
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inspiration |  collection

think unconventionally!
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FM 04 | Original notes 
of blackcurrant, cucumber, 
Italian lemon, freesia and 
magnolia.

FM 07 | charming scent of sweet 
pear, freesia and jasmine.

FM 10 | Fresh notes of mandarin, 
rose, ivy and african orchid.

FM 11 | Stunning combination 
of fresh grass, coriander and 
coffee bean flavours.

FM 17 | Seductive scent created 
by combining apple, freesia, 
tuberose and jasmine.

FM 21 | Warm, dreamy scent 
of rose, jasmine and ylang-ylang 
flower.

FM 25 | a harmonious blend 
of freesia, iris, passionflower, 
exotic fruit and white cedar.

FM 81 | eccentric scent 
of magnolia, lily of the valley, 
rose and violet, complemented 
by the gentle notes of apple and 
green cucumber.

FM 97 | crazy and extravagant 
scent of narcissus, lily of the 
valley, freesia, gardenia 
and oak moss.

FM 122 | essence of 
independence with the 
inspiration of jasmine, 
pomegranate and lily of the 
valley.

FM 123 | emanating mild 
sensuality with the gentle 
aroma of mandarin, freesia, 
ambergis and apricot.

FM 125 | Spinning aroma 
of mandarin, gardenia, green 
peas and almond.

FM 129 | Sparking scent 
of marigold, carambola, peony, 
watermelon and cedar wood.

FM 132 | exclusive and mysterious 
aroma of gardenia, peony, 
orange, ambergis and tuberose.

FM 180 | timeless, seductive 
aroma of raspberry, lychee, 
freesia, rose, patchouli and 
vanilla.

FM  181 | Playful and flirtatious 
scent where you find citrus fruit, 
redcurrant and water lily.

FM 183 | Sexy combination 
of the helleborus flower, pink 
pepper, cranberry, massoia tree 
and vanilla.

FM 256 | Inspiring, seductive 
bouquet created with mandarin 
flowers, calla, lotus, rose and 
stephanotis. NeW!

FM 261 | artistic Ikebana arranged 
with lotus flowers, freesia, 
cyclamen, peony, carnation 
and tuberose.  NeW!

FM 262 | Universal captivating 
composition with its charm of 
freesia, mandarin, sage, lily of 
the valley, marigold 
and narcissus. NeW!

 The family of floral fragrances 
is divided into 5 groups: floral - fruit, floral - oriental, floral - water, 
floral – green, and floral - aldehyde.

Wrap yourself up with 
the gentle aroma of the 
most beautiful flowers. 
Immerse yourself in the 
velvet petals of roses, feel 
the satin coolness 
of orchids and the 
softness of jasmine 
flowers on your skin. You 
can enjoy the richness 
of flowers in every 
moment.

floral

PERFUME 1,0 fl.oz./30ml
perfume 20%
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FM 06 | Selected mixed notes 
of citruses and oak moss.

FM 23 | Sweet and very seductive 
notes of tangerine, jasmine 
and vanilla.

FM 33 | Refreshing power 
of jasmine, white rose, bamboo, 
apple and lemon.

FM 44 | a joyously liberating 
fragrance of redcurrant aroma, 
orchid and white cactus.

FM 84w | Seductive aroma 
of jasmine, violet, rose, 
musk and papaya. 
For you and for him.

FM 260 | delicate and tempting 
fresh aroma of mandarin, violet, 
magnolia, jasmine and freesia.  
NeW!

FM 05 | delightful and intriguing 
aroma of sandalwood, coriander, 
rose and vanilla.

FM 18 | Radiant notes of orange, 
grapefruit and bergamot mixed 
with the sweetness of jasmine 
and rose.

FM 34 | Fresh wave of citruses, 
hyacinth and iris with a hint 
of patchouli and pink pepper.

FM 80 | Intriguing aroma of green 
mandarin, violet, strawberry 
sorbet and caramelised 
popcorn.

FM 252 | elegant aroma 
of calabrias bergamot, orange, 
juniper berries, cypress 
and almonds.  NeW!

Vivid, intense colors of 
citrus fruit express an 

unfettered joy of life. they 
boost energy and make 

life extremely colorful. 
Now you know what it is 
like to be dressed in the  

rays of sun

throw an ethereal scarf 
over your shoulders 
weaved with the herbal 
aroma of patchouli and 
refreshing citrus notes. 
let each of your 
movements raise a gentle 
breeze of precious cedar 
and oak moss … 

 Citrus fragrance family 
is divided into four groups: citrus-lemon, 

citrus-mandarin, citrus-orange and citrus-bergamot.

 The family of Chypre fragrances  
is divided into three groups: Chypre - wood, 
Chypre - fruit and Chypre - animal.

citruschypre

PERFUME 1,0 fl.oz./30ml
perfume 20%
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FM 185 | Feminine and incredibly 
sensual aroma of jasmine 
and basmati rice.

FM 251 | deep and seductive 
aroma of rose, sandalwood, 
patchouli and iris roots. NeW!

FM 253 | Sweet, alluring scent 
of sandalwood, patchouli, 
vetiver, pineapple, coconut 
and jasmine.  NeW!

FM 254 | delicate and ethereal 
aroma of mint, green cucumber, 
watermelon and cardamom.  
NeW!

FM 255 | Fascinating combination 
of nutmeg, damson plum, 
rosewood, linden tree, freesia 
and rose. NeW!

FM 02 | Joyful notes of incense, 
jasmine, magnolia, pear and 
gooseberry.

FM 09 | deeply memorable 
extract of green fruits, vanilla 
and musk.

FM 12 | Full of energy, hypnotic 
fragrance of passion fruit, vanilla, 
maple tree and jasmine.

FM 24 | exotic bouquet 
composed with dominating 
aromas of mango and mandarin.

FM 26 | Oriental blend of orchid, 
magnolia and pepper.

FM 32 | Intriguing and ambiguous 
aroma of mandarin, blackberry 
and mango with the sweetness 
of honey and chocolate.

FM 98 | Mysterious aroma 
of white musk, vanilla, incense, 
orange flower and pear.

FM 101 | Mysterious aroma 
of white musk, vanilla, incense, 
orange flower and pear.

FM 109 | Unique combination 
of vanilla, musk, woody scents, 
rose, jasmine and lily of the 
valley.

FM 127 | Pure, velvety scent 
of melon, cherry, jasmine, peony 
and white musk. 

FM 187 | Intoxicating aroma 
of citrus, apricot, peony and 
orchid.

FM 250 | exciting scent of lily, 
mimosa, iris, vanilla, sandalwood 
and fresh peach juice.  NeW!

FM 257 | a sophisticated, 
surprisingly original 
combination of daisy, rose, 
jasmine , musk and patchouli.  
NeW!

FM 258 | Mysterious and 
seductive aroma of musk, 
ambergis, Moroccan rose 
and incense.  NeW!

FM 259 | exotic aroma with 
pulsating notes of violet, musk, 
patchouli, peony, vanilla 
and clove.  NeW!

FM 263 | combination fragrance 
of jasmine, tuberose, lily 
of the valley and musk with 
the bite of citrus and tropical 
wood.  NeW!

Warm and rich notes of 
sandalwood, patchouli and cedar 
oils entwine around your neck like 
the most beautiful jewels. these 
sophisticated wood compositions 
combine the delicacy of pearls, 
originality of emeralds and the 
splendour of diamonds…

Just a few drops of the warm 
oriental compositions will make 
you feel relaxed and extremely 

alluring. like a heroine from the 
book „the Book of the thousand 

Nights and One Night” you will 
adorn yourself with sensual aromas 

of vanilla, jasmine, tuberose 
and incense....

 The Wood fragrance family
is divided into three groups: wood - floral, 
wood - fruit, wood - patchouli.

Oriental fragrance family   
is divided into five groups: oriental - floral, 

oriental - fruit, oriental - wood, oriental - spicy, 
oriental - ambergris.

woodoriental

PERFUME 1,0 fl.oz./30ml
perfume 20%
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FM 231  | delightfully cool aroma of rose, jasmine 
and water lilies.

FM 232  | the most beautiful scents of peony, fresh 
violet leaves and Baie rose.

FM 233  | Impressive combination of mandarin, 
white flowers and vanilla.

FM 234  | Natural aroma of tea roses, tulips 
and irises.

FM 235  | Sophisticated scent of cardamom, violet 
and orange leaves.
 
FM 236  | little flirtatious aroma of orange, 
grapefruit, thai lily, gardenia and violet.

FM 237  | Provoking and kittenish notes of peony, 
blackcurrant and vanilla.

FM 238  | Unique bouquet of orange flowers, 
hyacinths, tuberose and carnations.

FM 239  | Vibrant and intense fragrance of iris, 
ceylon tea and campanulas.

FM 240  | tempting aroma of wild strawberries 
underlined with cherry and jasmine flowers.       

Fifteen precious 
milliliters to 

change your life. 
choose your 

own happiness 
in size XS!

small but will make you happy

PERFUME 0,5 fl.oz./15ml
perfume 20%
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FM 60 | Orange, mint, ginger, 
galanga, moss and musk. 
The scent of freedom.

FM 85 | Fresh, expressive 
and unusually lively aroma 
of bergamot, anise and vetiver.

FM 87 | Extraordinary gift 
of nature: rosewood, lime, pink 
grapefruit and orchid.

FM 133 | Light aroma of bergamot, 
orange and sea breeze. 

FM 188 | Sharp scent of ginger, 
nutmeg, pink pepper 
and guayacan.

FM 190 | Extremely masculine 
scent of cedar wood, 
sandalwood and guayacan 
sweetened with citruses.

FM 206 | Wild fragrance exploding 
with the freshness of mint, lime, 
rum, rhubarb, cedar and green 
tea.  NeW!

FM 207 | Noble wood aroma 
broken with the freshness 
of patchouli, mandarin 
and apple. NeW!

FM 208 | Ultramodern fragrance 
which seduces with its sharpness 
of pink pepper and sweetness 
of tangerine. NeW!

FM 209 | Cheerful blend 
of emotions of oak, cyprus, 
juniper, amber, watermelon 
and sea breeze.  NeW!

 Wood fragrance family 
is divided into four groups: wood - floral, wood -fruit, 
wood - patchouli, wood - vetiver.

woodexciting action

EAU DE PARFUM  1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 16%
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FM 57 | Heavenly composition 
of apple, plum, cinnamon, 
pepper and Jamaican rum.

FM 84m | Sensual aroma 
of jasmine, violet, rose, musk 
and papaya. For you and for her.

FM 93 | Modern, lively fragrance 
of bergamot, ginger, lavender 
and ivy.

FM 134 | captivating aroma 
of mandarin, bitter orange 
and seaweed.

FM 136 | Unique scent of green 
apple, bergamot, cardamom 
and cedar wood.

FM 137 | exotic mixture of citruses, 
palm leaves and basil, sage 
and coriander.

FM 56 | Inflaming your senses 
with extracts of honeysuckle, 
juniper, resin and cedar.

FM 82 | Subtle aroma of citruses, 
hot chili and musk brings a smile 
to your face. 

FM 83 | delicate and captivating 
aroma of bergamot, papyrus 
and sensual tones of musk.

FM 86 | Space, freedom, cypress 
notes, cashmere, veviter 
and musk. Full of happiness.

FM 110 | combined powers 
of vanilla, musk, amber, orange 
flower and lily of the valley.

FM 191 | Unique freshness 
of citrus, cucumber, sage 
and nutmeg.

FM 205 | carefree, refreshing scent 
of mandarin, violet, rosemary, 
cypress and mint. NeW! 

FM 210 | captivating with its fresh 
aroma of mandarin, basil, mint
and pear leaves.  NeW!

 Citrus fragrance family 
is divided into four groups: citrus - lemon, 
citrus - mandarin, citrus - orange 
and citrus - bergamot.

 Chypre fragrance family 
is divided into three groups: Chypre - wood, 

Chypre - fruit and Chypre - animal.

citrus chypre
intense sensationsadrenaline boost

EAU DE PARFUM 1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 16%
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FM 43 | Energetic scent 
of cardamom, pink pepper, 
mandarin, coriander and freesia.

FM 54 | Mysterious aroma 
of bergamot, mint, sage, 
lavender, cedar and oak moss.

FM 68 | Provoking scent of cedar 
wood, lavender, tobacco, 
bergamot and lemon.

FM 107 | Freshness of the sea 
breeze mixed with the delicacy 
of water lilies. 

FM 135 | Surprising intense aroma 
of mandarin, bitter orange 
and seaweed. 

FM 140 |Mixture of the bitterness 
of wormwood and exotic spices, 
deepened with aroma of herbs 
and fruits.

FM 189 | Alive and pulsing 
combination of grapefruit, 
raspberry, lavender 
and heliotrope.

FM 52 | Hypnotic aroma 
of citruses, apple, cinnamon 
and spicy clove.

FM 64 | Elegant and sensual 
aroma of mandarin, anise, musk 
and flowers of the olive tree.

FM 66 | Delicate notes of lavender 
and Chinese cedar, enriched 
with accords of lime 
and balsamic ambergis.

 Fougere fragrance family   
is divided into two groups: fougere - fern 

and fougere - lavender.

 Oriental fragrance family 
is divided into three groups: oriental - floral, 
oriental - spicy and oriental - ambergis.

fougereoriental 

strong character impressive style

EAU DE PARFUM  1,7 fl.oz./50ml
perfume 16%
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don’t touch!   don’t pick!   don’t eat!
enjoy the scent!

EAU DE TOILETTE  1,7 fl.oz./50ml

V FM 200 | PEAR

FM 203 | LYCHEE V

FM 202 | BLACKBERRY V 

V FM 201 | VANILLA V FM 204 | MANGO
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perfectly moisturized 
and silky soft body 

 BODY BALM  6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 it contains ingredients of moisturizing    
 properties  

 revitalize and enrich your skin 
 ensures silky smoothness and   

proper flexibility of the skin
 it has a velvety texture 
 it is well absorbing 

available fragrances: FM | 05b, 21b, 23b, 33b, 
81b, 127b, 141b, 143b, 171b, 173b
NEW SCENTS! 
ask your distributor for a body balm sample
(available samples:  23b, 33b, 81b).

Unique set 
of mini versions 

 MINIATURES 3x1,0 fl.oz./30ml 

 perfect quality in small package
 ideal for short trips  
 because of their size, these products  

 are allowed to be carried in hand luggage  
 on aeroplanes.

SET CONTAINS: 
 body balm FM 33b
 Shower gel FM 81g
 Shower gel FM 33g

thoroughly cleansed 
and beautifully fragrant 
skin  

 SHOWER GEL  6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 enriched with specially selected   
    moisturizing  ingredients  

 revitalize and enrich your skin 
 it cleans the body and prepares it for  

 action of moisturizing  and nutritional  
 ingredients of the balm  

 a delicate consistency and beautiful  
 pearl gloss  

 recommended for daily use  
 a new, comfortable closure!

available fragrances: FM | 05g, 06g, 10g, 12g, 
18g, 21g, 23g, 25g, 32g, 33g, 34g, 81g, 98g, 
127g, 141g, 142g, 143g, 147g, 171g, 173g  
NEW FRAGRANCES! 

Great-looking 
and fragrant hands 

 HAND AND NAIL CREAM 3,3 fl.oz./100ml  

 revitalize and enrich your skin 
 it contains moisturizing ingredients  
 it has a delicate aroma 
 for all types of hand skin 

available fragrances: FM | 33c, 81c, 98c

Match the same fragrance note with your 
favorite perfume and create your own set 
of cosmetics. Be perfect! achieve complete 
harmony!

achieve complete 
harmony!
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Smooth 
and well 
moisturized skin 

 BODY BALM   6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 it contains moisturizing  
 ingredients   

 it is well absorbing  

Available fragrances: FM | 52b

Well-groomed 
and healthy body 

 SHOWER GEL  6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 contains special moisturizing  
 ingredients

 easy to rinse out
 for every day use
 wide range of fragrances 

 to choose from to match your  
 FM eau de parfum 

 new, easy to use cap closure!

Available fragrances: FM | 52g, 56g, 
64g, 68g, 94g, 107g, 110g, 134g, 
135g, 169g
NEW SCENTS !

Here is the perfect 
set  to maximise your 
freshness throughout the 
day. live actively and we 
take care of your comfort.

live actively
www.fmworld.com
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fruit dessert for 
young skin 

 BODY BALM 6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 it has a light, creamy texture
 contains specially selected   

 moisturizing and cleaning   
 ingredients

 for everyday use, for every skin   
 type

FM | 88b

feel good … 
smell great

 SHOWER GEL 6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 contains specially selected cleaning  
 and moisturizing ingredients 

 easy to rinse, leaving a delicate   
 protective layer on your skin

 for everyday use

FM | 88g

the scent 
of happiness the scent of freedom

V EAU DE TOILETTE  0,7 fl.oz./20ml 

V extremely appealing fragrance    
combination of fresh strawberries,   
raspberries and wild strawberries   
with the sweet note of vanilla.

FM | 88 STRAWBERRY FRUIT

Pure pleasure
 SHOWER GEL 6,7 fl.oz./200ml 

 
 refreshing wood and citrus scents
 contains specially selected   

 moisturizing and cleaning   
 ingredients 

 easy to rinse, leaving a delicate   
 protective layer on your skin

 for everyday use

FM | 90g

 EAU DE TOILETTE 1,0 fl.oz./30ml 

 Joyful, citrus notes enriched  
 with delicate accords 
 of sandalwood and cedarwood.

     FM | 90 TRENDY BOY
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the purpose of the descriptions next to each of the FM products is 
to give an indication of their fragrances. Interpretation of fragrances is 
however a matter of personal taste, and reliance 
on these descriptions cannot be accepted as a reason for claiming a 
refund.

Please note that due to reproduction limitations, the colours of some of 
the FM GROUP products shown in the pictures in our catalogue no. 10 
may differ in actual production. this cannot 
be accepted as a reason for claiming a refund.

the catalogue and our Marketing Plan are the only source authorized 
and issued by FM GROUP for the purpose of selling and advertising the 
FM GROUP products and presenting the 
FM GROUP opportunity.

FM catalogue no. 10 is valid from JUNe 2009.
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Questions
  1. How would you describe your style? 

a.  Smart
b.  Sporty
c.  Romantic 
d.  Sensual

  2. If you could choose, how would you 
  spend the next weekend? 
a.  Shopping in Milan
b.  trip to the Mountains
c.  Visiting Paris museums
d.  discovering the mysteries of Marrakesh

  3. How many handbags do you have 
  in your wardrobe? 
a.  You have 2-3 handbags for various occasions. 
  Of course, there is a small, black cocktail bag  
  among them
b.  You don’t have any, you prefer backpacks 
  and shoulder bags 
c.  You have a few, though you constantly carry 
  your favorite one 
d.  too many to count 

  4. A bouquet of which flowers would bring  
  you the most pleasure? 
a.  Roses 
b.  Violets 
c.  lilies of the valley
d.  Jasmine 

  5. Your favorite time of day is: 
a.  evening
b.  early afternoon 
c.  Morning 
d.  Night

  6. How would you describe your personality?
a.  Perfectionist – you won’t rest until everything 
  is correct
b.  Individualist – you cherish your independence
c.  altruist – you are always eager to help others,  
  often forgetting about yourself
d.  Winner – you can’t remember the last time 
  when things were not going great for you

  7. What is your dream jewel?
a.  Precious diamond
b.  Honey amber
c.  Shiny pearl  
d.  Fiery Ruby

  8. Which of the following elements 
  reflects your character?
a.  earth
b.  air
c.  Water
d.  Fire 

  9. What do you do first when you get home 
  from work?
a.  Make sure the house is tidy, you hate mess 
  and chaos  
b.  Read or exercise
c.  Make dinner for your family
d.  Relax by taking a long, hot bath with aromatic oils

  10. Do you care about tradition?
a.  Yes, but you also like to experiment
b.  No, you value your freedom of choice 
  and independence
c.  Yes, tradition is very important to you
d.  You don’t like to be restricted, but some 
  traditions are important to you

check your answers and see which one you 
chose the most - a, B, c or d. See on the next 
page which Fragrance Group from our catalogue 
harmonizes the best with your character.

Quiz results
a.  If you marked mostly A 
answers,  you will definitely 
love the fragrances of the 
floral - fruit and floral – 
oriental families. the blends 
within these groups are 
intense and tasteful, perfectly 
suited to, like beautiful 
jewels, complement an 
elegant woman’s clothing. 
Sophisticated, sweet scents 
of jasmine, rose, lily of the 
valley, ylang-ylang flower, 
iris and violet combine in 
intriguing compositions 
to make you feel extremely 
attractive. You can also try 
the perfumes from 
the chypre family – 
refreshing, stylish and 
extremely sexy. 

b.  Mostly B answers? It is 
clear that the most suitable 
perfumes for you will be vivid 
scents from the citrus family. 
You will definitely love them. 
Fresh, light aromas 
of bergamot, lemon, orange, 
lime and grapefruit will make 
you feel fresh and relaxed 
for the whole day. all your 
friends will envy you the 
citrus energy! and if you want 
a change and are looking 
for a sensual, but not too 
heavy, fragrance suitable 
for going out in the evening, 
you should consider 
choosing perfumes from the 
exquisite floral - water family.

c.  If in your case you chose 
mainly C answers, you 
should ask your distributor 
to familiarize you with 
fragrances from the wood 
and chypre families. You will 
undoubtedly like the warm 
and rich notes of sandalwood, 
the original smell of patchouli 
and the refined aroma 
of vetiver, which together 
create the sensuality and 
nobility of the wood family 
fragrances. On the other 
hand, fragrances from 
the chypre family are a bit 
more refreshing – thanks to 
aromatic cedar and bergamot 
oils.

d.  Did you mark mostly D 
answers?  thinking 
of you, the oriental 
fragrances have been 
created. they are warm, 
sensual and seductive, 
and their exotic notes will 
certainly suit you. aromas 
of oriental balms and resins, 
vanilla, cinnamon and 
cardamom will make you feel 
like you are in Paradise! 
If you would like a change 
from these beautiful, though 
heavy fragrances, 
try perfumes belonging 
to the wood family. although 
lighter, these are equally 
sensual and their subtle 
fragrances will satisfy the 
most demanding tastes. 

ask your distributor 
for samples of your selected 
fragrances!
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YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

        FM USA CORP
© FM USA CORP

WWW.FMUSACORP.COM

J U N E  2 0 0 9 USA 01

Mail Address:
FM Group USA
203 N. La Salle Ave Suit 2100
Chicago, IL 60601
FM Group USA Showroom
7327 W. 90th St.
Bridgeview, IL 60455
Phone: 312-881-8163

the more beautiful and original 
perfumes are, the more complex 

composition they have. Some notes 
(called `head notes’) are released 

immediately, making the fragrance 
seem light and fresh. after a while 

however, you will smell the intense 
and deep `heart notes’. then, at the 
end, you will detect the long lasting 

`base notes’. It is worth taking time 
to discover the full beauty of your 

chosen fragrance. 

We are looking for more distibutors. 
If you are interested please contact 

the person who gave you this 
catalogue.

choose products 
from this catalogue 
that interest you   

and ask your 
distributor 

for fragrance 
samples!

ALL RIGHTS RESERvED. DO NOT COPY. IMITATION OF ORIGINAL PRODUCTS OF FM GROUP WILL BE ACKNOWLEDGED AS AN ACT OF UNFAIR COMPETITION.

Customer Service:
Phone:   877-361-0542   708-576-8452 
Fax:        708-576-8458 
e-mail: info@fmusacorp.com
www.fmusacorp.com


